
Summer, 1935. Russia. The lilacs, poplars, and roses are
blooming – as well as an unlikely friendship

A witty and enticing gambol into the mysteries of the heart, The Kiss tells the

story of two soldiers as their friendship begins break at the seams. After the

unconfident, undistinguished and unloved Ryabovitch is mistakenly kissed for the

first time, his entire world is transformed. While he is thrown into a a magical

adventure, his relationship with his friend, the overconfident and cringe-worthy

Lobitko, falls under threat. As the hot summer rolls on, and Ryabovitch becomes

increasingly obsessed with his mysterious kisser. How far can their friendship be

pushed?

A playful mix of physical comedy, music and storytelling, this show is lively and

dynamic. Underscored to classic Russian waltz and creaky, old folk songs

Ryabovitch's mystery kisser is slowly revealed in an expressionistic exploration of

love, friendship, dancing dresses and masses of rose petals. This show is inventive

both in its moving dialogue and its clever stage design.

This is the debut fringe show from Rabbit’s Head Theatre Company. The

company was started by three friends from Warwick University and they have a

commitment to making exciting, visceral and beautiful theatre. The Kiss had a

highly well-received run at the Hen and Chicken’s theatre in London at Christmas

2018. Their second show, a production of Stuart Slade’s 2016 play BU21 was

performed at Warwick University in June 2019.

Previous Reviews for Rabbit’s Head Theatre:

‘Clever... a harrowing, yet fantastic, production by Rabbit’s Head’

The Boar

www.facebook.com/RabbitsHeadTC
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ten word blurb
Chekhov’s two soldiers will leave you laughing and crying.

twenty word blurb
Chekhov’s two soldiers will leave you laughing and crying. Brought to life
with sharp physical comedy and live music.

fringe programme 40-word blurb
When Ryabovitch is mistakenly kissed for the first time, his world is
transformed. Brought to life with sharp physical comedy and live music,
Chekhov’s heartwarming story of two soldiers will have you laughing and
crying all at once.
fringe web blurb
Heartwarming, funny and bursting with energy, The Kiss tells the story of an
unlikely friendship between two soldiers. After the timid Ryabovitch is
mistakenly kissed for the first time, his world is transformed. Overwhelmed,
the wallflower soldier stumbles into a magical adventure. When he tries to
tell his story, his relationship with his cocky and overconfident friend,
Lobitko, is threatened. Adapted from Chekhov's short story, The Kiss cleverly
blends physical comedy, live music and storytelling to create a fun and
feel-good show that will have you laughing and crying all at once.

author
author display

show website
company website

16:55
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Venue               C aquila, Roman Eagle Lodge, 2 Johnston Terrace, venue 21
Dates               1-10 Aug
Time 16:55 (0hr45)
Ticket prices £7.50-£9.50 / concessions £5.50-£7.50 / under 18s £3.50-£5.50
C venues box office 0131 581 5555 / www.CtheFestival.com/2019/the-kiss
Fringe box office 0131 226 0000 / www.edfringe.com

For further information, images and interview availability please contact Josh Myers at
Rabbit’s Head Theatre Company on 07703 754244 / joshwmyers16@gmail.com
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Summer, 1935. Russia. The lilacs, poplars, and roses are
blooming – as well as an unlikely friendship

A witty and enticing gambol into the mysteries of the heart, The Kiss tells the
story of two soldiers as their friendship begins break at the seams. After the
unconfident, undistinguished and unloved Ryabovitch is mistakenly kissed for the
first time, his entire world is transformed. While he is thrown into a a magical
adventure, his relationship with his friend, the overconfident and cringe-worthy
Lobitko, falls under threat. As the hot summer rolls on, and Ryabovitch becomes
increasingly obsessed with his mysterious kisser. How far can their friendship be
pushed?

A playful mix of physical comedy, music and storytelling, this show is lively and
dynamic. Underscored to classic Russian waltz and creaky, old folk songs
Ryabovitch's mystery kisser is slowly revealed in an expressionistic exploration of
love, friendship, dancing dresses and masses of rose petals. This show is inventive
both in its moving dialogue and its clever stage design.

This is the debut fringe show from Rabbit’s Head Theatre Company. The
company was started by three friends from Warwick University and they have a
commitment to making exciting, visceral and beautiful theatre. The Kiss had a
highly well-received run at the Hen and Chicken’s theatre in London at Christmas
2018. Their second show, a production of Stuart Slade’s 2016 play BU21 was
performed at Warwick University in June 2019.

Previous Reviews for Rabbit’s Head Theatre:
‘Clever... a harrowing, yet fantastic, production by Rabbit’s Head’ The
Boar

Rabbit’s	Head	Theatre	Company	presents:

The	Kiss
Devised	by	the	company,	a;er	Chekhov

Summer, 1935. Russia. The lilacs, poplars, roses and an unlikely friendship
are blooming. ‘The Kiss’ tells the story of two soldiers. A;er the
unconfident, undisKnguished and unloved Ryabovitch is mistakenly kissed
for the first Kme in a dark room at a party, his enKre world is transformed
by his magical adventure. Meanwhile his relaKonship with his friend, the
cocky, overconfident and cringeworthy Lobitko, is threatened. As the hot
summer rolls on, Ryabovitch becomes increasingly obsessed with his
mysterious kisser and musters up the courage to tell his friend about his
adventure. But Lobitko’s negaKve reacKon has a lasKng impact on
Ryabovitch.

Cleverly uKlising physical comedy, music and storytelling, the invenKve
show is fluid, lively and dynamic. Two gorgeously painted trunks and two
moving screens are intelligently and wiPly used to serve the storytelling.
The screens are moved by the actors to represent a train, a flight of stairs
and create vast halls and Kny broom closets. Out of the trunks come lots of
props to serve the storytelling: a small billiard table, a dress that is
puppeteered to represent Ryabovitch's kisser and masses and masses of
rose petals. Throughout the show, a combinaKon of live and recorded
music is used. Shostakovitch blasts out as Ryabovitch playfully teaches
Lobitko to dance, quaint Russian waltzes underscore a scene at a party and
the	two	friends	sing	old	folk	songs	of	love	and	friendship.

This is the debut fringe show from Rabbit’s Head Theatre Company. The
company was started by three friends from Warwick University and they
have a commitment to making exciKng, visceral and beauKful theatre. ‘The
Kiss’ had a highly well-received run at the Hen and Chicken’s theatre in
London at Christmas 2018. Their second show, a producKon of Stuart
Slade’s 2016 play ‘BU21’ was performed at Warwick University in June
2019.
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